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GizmodoMost the time when a notification pops up on my phone I can decide in a split second whether I need to deal with it immediately. But every once in a while I make the wrong call, swiping from an important alert that sends me digging through Gmail or Twitter to type what should have been a quick response. Android already has a
built-in notification log, but accessing it is too difficult to be convenient for daily use. Fortunately, there is a lighter alternative with Unnotification, a free app recently brought to my attention by Android Police.The idea of Unnotification is simple. Every time you fire a notification on Android you will receive a second warning asking if you want
to cancel this action. It also allows you to blacklist other apps, so you're not constantly bombarded with messages from Unnotification.If it's still too much, the app update added the ability to remove these Unnotification completely. Instead, you can remove the Android Fast Settings menu to find the undo button for your last fired
notification. The only catch is that Unnotification cannot actually remember the original notice. Instead, it creates a barebones copy with information that you have rejected. So you can't interact directly with the new notification, but it will tell you what application it was from and relay the message. Unnotification is also limited to devices
running Android 8.0 Oreo or up, which means you probably won't be able to use it if you have an old phone. But if you made the cut you can go ahead and download the app now so you never miss an important notification again. The Android notification box isn't just for boring emails and texts. You can use it to run apps, change settings
and more. Here are some of the best apps that turn notifications into powerful tools. All of these apps use expandable notifications, so you'll need to work at least Jelly Bean 4.1 to use these features. To extend the notification, you can either swipe down the notification with two fingers (4.1 and up) or swipe down (requires 4.2). Swipe up
with two fingers on the notice again to roll them. Fast quiks is an easy-to-use launcher application that lives in your shadow. You can choose one or three lines of app shortcuts. If you're interested in an extra setup, you can even choose which icon you use based on quick access. You can also set shortcuts for quick calls or text messages
from certain contacts that you often interact with. In settings, you can prioritize the notification. Give it a higher if you want it to stay at the top of the list, or a lower priority if you want other items to bump it down. Fast available on the Play Store for $0.99.StatusAgenda (beta)StatusAgenda puts a persistent single-line notification in the
shade, showing you when your next next Happens. Expand it though, and you'll get an idea of your next few events. In the bottom right corner there will also be a button that will allow you to quickly add a new event. The app is linked to your Google calendar schedule and currently imports all calendars. The developer says that the ability
to show only selected calendars comes in the next version. StatusAgenda is free on the Play Store.Notification Weather This app in one line form will show you a quick overview of your local weather, including temperature and general conditions (i.e. partly cloudy). Drag it down for more information, including day highs and lows, and a
four-day forecast. The pro version includes the ability to manually update the widget, as well as hide the status bar icon. Notice Weather is free on the Play Store, or $1.02 per pro version.notiShareiOS brought with it the ability to post on Twitter or Facebook directly from the shadow of the notification no matter where you were. NotiShare
fills out a very similar feature on Android, adding Google to the mix as well. You can customize which social networks are displayed as quick links in the extended notification. You can also install one of the sites as your favorite, so clicking on the notification yourself (whether extended or not) will automatically pull up a share of this site
dialog.notiShare for free on the Play Store.NotableNotable gives you one basic permanent notification that expands to show the ability to add a reminder. Each reminder will then become its own individual entries in the shadows. You can color code them by priority, which in turn decide how high they stay and whether they appear above
or below the incoming messages. This is a very simple app with bare bones. Although it can get cluttered if you add too many reminders. Remarkably free on the Play Store.InformerInformer provides system information including battery leftovers, battery temperature, available RAM, free storage, and even the current voltage of your
device. Some information may not be that useful for people who don't disperse their devices, but it's still nice to have. As an added bonus, the notification extension gives you three customizable buttons. You can install them on basic controls such as WiFi or Bluetooth switches, or choose to run custom apps.Informer for free on the Play
Store.Notif ProNotif Pro lets you put custom reminders in the shade. Unlike the notables, however, this app has tons of customization options. You can specifically prioritize, icon, name, body content, and even include photos or lists. It's not the right to-do list replacement, If you need an obsessive reminder, it's hard to beat. As a bonus,
you can even use a note to yourself voice action in Google Now to create a notification on the fly. Convenient! Notif Pro is $0.99 on the Play Store, with a free version that doesn't have multiple features. Obviously you don't want to use all of these apps at the same time. During my tests I found that they scattered priorities, and not all of
them are customized, so you wind up with important messages appearing in the middle of a giant list, making it hard to find what you need. However, one or two can transform your hue from a passive source of information into a powerful tool. Ever since Google announced its Spotify rival, Play Music All Access, the guys at Spotify have
been working overtime to keep customers out. A few weeks ago we finally got the landscape mode for the Android app, and today Spotify brought the long-awaited notification management for Jelly Bean devices. Now you can quickly pause, skip or return to the track you are listening to. You can also quickly add a song to your playlist,
perfect for when you listen to the radio, and it also allows you to quickly close the app with the notification bar as well. The new update also improves radio performance, fixes an error that can cause white screens, and fixes Facebook login problems. It's nice to see Spotify take its Android users seriously after neglecting them for so long
by withholding features that should be standard. With additions in recent weeks, Spotify has improved on an already impressive service that will maintain its leadership in the streaming services market, at least until All Access hits the rest of the world. Note that this is another one of those staged deployments (we feel your pain), so if you
don't see an update in the Google Play Store be sure it's coming. Is Spotify still the king of music streaming? Or did Play Music All Access take its crown? One of the main areas that are updated with Android Oreo is the notification system. Notifications and tray method of showing them to us have long been one of the strengths of Android
and making changes to something that is already great can be difficult. Android Oreo is based on the current rich notification system that started several versions ago and brings these new features. App channel notifications can now have different categories for the notifications they show us, and which ones are displayed and how it is up
to the user to determine. Google's YouTube app is a great example of how these changes work. There are three categories of notifications in YouTube on your Android Oreo phone. Two of these categories are processed by your Android based on one phone (general notifications and offline notifications), and the third is the account-
based settings section, such as notifications of dedicated videos or when someone you're signing up for uploads a new video. If you include one of the categories, you have fine-tuning items how important (setting up a system that has important notifications make sound, vibrate or peek open), what sound they should play if sounds are
included, whether they are they Show the icon notification icon icon and more. You'll find this in the app settings, but only if the developer specifically targeted Android Oreo when they built the app. More: How to customize Android Oreo's notification channels Notification Icons We are all familiar with notification points that some
manufacturers add to their launcher and third-party home replacements bring to any phone. With Android Oreo they are now part of the operating system and will not rely on a side-by-side solution. If you have a notification for an app you haven't seen yet, the app icon will display a small color point in the top right corner. These icons
follow the rules for notification channels if the app has enabled them, and are tied to cloud messages, so if you've checked on your computer or tablet, they go off on your phone. They won't replace existing solutions from apps like Nova Launcher, so you'll be able to continue using what you already like. If you don't want to have icons on
icons, you can disable them in the app's notification settings. Snoozing Notification Sometimes you don't want the notification to disappear, but you can't check the app right away. Snoozing notification allows you to postpone things. The slow swipe (pressing and sliding to the right) on the notification now gives you a timer icon in addition
to the icon settings we see with Android Marshmallow. Clicking on it removes the notification from the tray, but does not mark it as read, and after a certain amount of time, it will return. Notifications appear with the same level of importance they first appeared with so you will hear the sound of it going to peek if you have a set to do so.
Checking the app from another location (such as a tablet) can remove the deferred notification, and they can be updated without re-appearing - if you've been deferring a Gmail notification, another new email won't bring it back until the time is up. Timeouts notification developers can now build a timer in the notification and disappear after
the expiration date, even if the notification has not been verified. It's convenient for things that are sensitive to time, like happy hour specials at your favorite restaurant. Knowing that snacks buy one get one for free before 7pm is awesome, but seeing it at 8pm isn't. Background Color Notification can have a given background color,
including different colors for each notification category. Google assumes that this is only used for current tasks that are crucial for the user to see at a glance like the direction of movement in the Maps app or the current phone call. Color can be set by the developer, or dynamic as we see in media players with constant notifications. This
can be done by any current stand out, so you don't have to scroll through the long list to see them. It also places a great responsibility on the app app to make sure that their notifications do not collide with any topic of tray notifications. Improving the Messaging Style of Notifications can now provide more information in both collapsed and
extended forms. These changes have been designed for your favorite messaging app. With Android Oreo, it can give a quick response to bubbles when collapsed, or give a story of messages when expanding. This is a great way to give rich notifications a bit of context. If you can't remember previous messages in the conversation, you no
longer have to open the app to read the most recent ones. Notification settings and set-up of dismissal notifications are tools for developers to help you customize the text that is displayed when you link from notification to actual app notification settings. This should allow developers to be a little more user-friendly and help us when they
use notification channels. Dismissal notice is a new method of notification listener service that lets the app know if the notification has been removed because the user has checked it or if it has been removed for another reason, like a replay. Notifications are a big deal on a device designed to help us communicate. It's great to see a lot of
attention paid to them at the operating system level! Level!
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